Intelle-AIR is a mobile, limited finishing workstation* that allows you to sand, prep and paint spot repairs while keeping your paint booth free for the bigger jobs. Intelle-AIR is the intelligent way to work – Intelle-AIR provides for a clean, ventilated atmosphere which translates to better air quality, better finishes, a healthier work environment and a more profitable bottom line.
Be More Productive

Intelle-Air will alleviate your shop’s bottleneck. The unit is mobile so it can be positioned where you need it most, eliminating the need to constantly rearrange cars or parts to be prepped and/or sprayed.

Intelle-Air is equipped with a multi stage filtration system which removes 99.5% of particulate from the air. By using existing shop air (already heated or cooled), you will reduce your energy costs.

Customize Intelle-Air

Choose the features below to customize Intelle-Air to perfectly suit your needs:

SANDING APPLICATIONS

- 1.5 HP, 4,000 CFM Reverse Incline Fan
- Magnehelic gauge
- Heavy duty casters
- 120V/20 AMP Single Phase
- 2-4 tube light fixtures (8 bulbs)
- 3 Stage Filtration
- 9’2” W x 7’8” H x 3’3” D

LIMITED FINISHING APPLICATIONS**

- 1.5 HP, 4,000 CFM Reverse Incline Fan
- Magnehelic gauge
- Heavy duty casters
- 120V/20 AMP Single Phase
- 2-4 tube light fixtures (8 bulbs)
- 6 Stage Filtration
- Carbon Filtration
- Explosion Proof Controls
- 9’2” W x 7’8” H x 3’3” D

** Requires Canopy Enclosure

OPTIONS

- Canopy Enclosure: Durable powder coated tubular frame structure with fully enclosed powdercoated ceiling, one 4-tube light fixture and three sided white/clear industrial polished curtains 9’W x 7’8” H x 7’8” D. The curtains contain 2-2’ x 4’ filters.
  * Meets NFPA 701 for Limited Finishing Stations and California State Fire Marshall Standard
  * VOC Saturation Indicator

* NFPA regulations require a canopy/drapery enclosure for painting operations. For information on our mobile limited finishing work stations or any of our products call 1.800.4.GARM at (442.7628).
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